
Canine 
Education 



A shelter is not an ideal environment for the long term 
behavioral needs of a dog. Our Canine Education 
program was designed to help the dogs adjust and to 
expedite their adoption. 

These modules will lay the groundwork for preparing 
you to work with our dogs. 



CE 101: INTRODUCTION 
CE 102: DOG WALKING 
CE 103: EVENTS & OUTREACH 
CE 104: PLAYGROUPS 



CE 101 is the first in a series of modules designed to 
provide training for the volunteers of Peggy Adams. 

• GUIDELINES 
• SAFETY 
• SHELTER DOGS 
• CANINE BODY LANGUAGE 



Safety of the animals, staff and volunteers is 
most important to us. 

• ACCIDENT PREVENTION 
• DISEASE PREVENTION 
• LOOSE DOGS 
• KENNEL ETIQUETTE 



Safety 

• Do NOT reach into kennels to feed or pet the dogs

• Dogs are often excited when on leash in the kennels. Do NOT approach the 
dogs being walked

• If injured (bite, scratch, slip & fall etc.) notify the appropriate staff member 
immediately

• It is important to tell the manager everything about the incident

• ALWAYS be aware of your surroundings. Focus on your animal. 
No cell phone use during walks 



• Don’t Panic! 

• Don’t chase after it, they will run farther (it’s like a game)

• Say as loud and calmly as you can “Loose Dog” to alert the everyone and 
make an announcement on the P2T

• If in the kennels, stand by the exit door to keep it from opening 

• If outside, maintain sight of the dog until the dog is caught



Safety 

You will be sharing the kennel space with staff, volunteers and 
potential adopters. Please keep the following in mind: 

• Always be courteous

• Offer to help the staff with daily chores when your duties are completed

• Report all behavioral and medical concerns appropriately

• Keep an upbeat and positive attitude



The needs of shelter dogs are quite different then that of our pets 
at home. This section will outline how you can support Peggy 
Adam’s mission. 

• PET RELINQUISHMENT 

• SHELTER ENVIRONMENT 

• GENERAL NEEDS 

• BEHAVIORAL NEEDS 

• ADOPTION 



About 2.7 million healthy, adoptable cats and dogs—about one every 11 
seconds—are put down in U.S. shelters each year. Often these animals are the 
offspring of cherished family pets. Spay/neuter is a proven way to reduce pet 
overpopulation, ensuring that every pet has a family to love them.* 

• Tell your friends and family of the plight of homeless dogs to increase 
awareness. 

• Education and responsible pet ownership are the keys to end pet 
homelessness. 

* Humane Society of the United States



Shelter dogs 

Dogs deal with a lot during their time in a shelter: 

• Unfamiliarity 
• Noise level
• Strangers 
• Boredom 

The dog element of the CE program is designed to help the dogs 
adjust and to expedite their adoption by utilizing volunteers to 
provide structure, Kennel Zen, socialization and enrichment.



• Dogs in a shelter environment act VERY differently than your pets at home 

• Shelter dogs may act aggressively when stressed

• Should a dog exhibit signs of stress (shying away, barking at the gate etc.), 
you should move away from his kennel. Do not attempt to handle dogs who 
make you uneasy and don’t let your ego get you into trouble. ..use good 
judgement.   You should notify the appropriate staff members (manager & 
behavior team)

• You should practice caution and due diligence while interacting with the 
shelter dogs



• Feeding 

• Cleaning (bowls, kennels, beds etc.) 

• Walking 

• Laundry 

• Prepping (food puzzles) 

Though not all of these involve direct interaction with the dogs, 
you’ll be helping them by doing these chores. 



Shelter dogs 

Your help with dishes and laundry gives staff time to take the dog to classes 
and to implement behavior modification plans for the them. 

• Walking the dogs provides them with exercise and socialization. 

• Food puzzles provide the dogs with mental and physical stimulation by 
having to actively think about retrieving their food. 



• Obedience Training 

• Socialization 

• Play Groups 

• Behavior Modification 

• Dog Introductions 

You will have the opportunity to take part in these activities as you receive 
more training through the Canine Education program. 

Shelter dogs 



They don’t speak English, you know…

From a poster by Dr. Sophia Yin, DVM, MS 



They are communicating though…

From a poster by Dr. Sophia Yin, DVM, MS 



Recognize the signs…

From a poster by Dr. Sophia Yin, DVM, MS 



CE 102 provides dog socialization with humans & their 
environment. 

• Basic training – SIT & DOWN
• Entering the kennels



Remember that the shelter environment is stressful for 
the dogs. 

Calm handling will help reduce stress

Be aware of your surroundings 

Take the time to get to know the dog. They’re all 
different and you’re a stranger 

ASK questions



Play but use good common sense

Alert staff of any issues that arise or issues you observe

What are the signs of fear or distress (discussed in CE 
101)

Be prepared to answer basic questions from potential 
adopters 



Do not attempt to handle a dog you cannot control –
don’t think you can. KNOW you can before you try it.  

Be careful if you get down to their level – this is not 
suggested. 

Do not try to remove objects from the dogs mouth 

Do not chase loose dogs

Focus. Do not use your cell phone while handling 



Not all dogs have been taught that it is safe and pleasurable to 
be handled. Use caution when handling a dogs ears, paws, 
shoulder area, muzzle and/or hide. 

Handling should always be a positive experience. Use treats 
(ALWAYS), gentle petting and keep upbeat in your tone, but do 
not shout. 

Do not play games that encourage jumping or mouthing. 

Do not roughhouse. 



Kiki’s web memo 

Senior to Senior is a program that 
affords anyone 65 years of age or 
older who is interested in an animal 
5 years of age or older a free 
adoption.  

If a Veteran visits they’re eligible for 
a free adoption through Pets for 
Patriots. The dog must be over 2 
years old and weight at least 40 lbs. 



This symbol means that Oreo is on 
treatment for heartworms and 
cannot be excited. Dogs with the 
heart are not permitted in the play 
fields until cleared by the vet. 



This addition to the kennel card is 
part of the Meet Your Match effort. 
Volunteers do initial assessments 
called Canineality and assign a 
‘personality type’ in hopes of 
making good matches with 
adopters. You will see these on the 
kennel cards more and more often. 




